
CABOURG [R-H] - 23 July 
Race 1 - GRAND PRIX DE LA VILLE DE CABOURG -  2750m WALK-UP B520 HCP E 
Harness. Purse EUR €44,000. 

1. GAMAY DE L'ITON - Scored in this grade without shoes at Vincennes prior to being held 

with shoes back on recently. Claims back racing barefoot.  

2. FRENCH MAN - Made all for 1.75L success in a class D mobile race at Vire twenty days 

ago. Respected with more to come in this shoeing combination.  

3. FESTIF CHARMANT - Plenty of good form around this level and ran well in a class D mobile 

event at Sables a week ago. Each way player.  

4. OLLE ROLS - Sixteen race maiden who arrives in poor form. Others preferred.  

5. TJACKO ZAZ - In good form at class C and D level prior to being DQ G2 Prix Jean-Luc 

Egret at La Capelle recently. Not ruled out with an excellent career record.  

6. GRAND ART - 2.75L third behind a pair of subsequent winners in the G2 Sulky 5 Ans Qualif 

4 at Vincennes last month. Key chance. 

7. FAROUK B.R. - 1.25L success in a class D walk up at Nancy prior to a 0.5L third behind 

Tjacko Zaz at Enghien. One to note.  

8. FLECHE DU YUCCA - Close fifth in a class A mobile event at Enghien just over a month 

ago. Unbeaten in two starts over this distance. In the mix.   

9. DOSTOIEVSKI - Tenth in the G2 Grand Prix du Conseil Municipal on reappearance and 

should strip fitter. Capable of going well at this level.  

10. BE ONE DES THIRONS - 3.5L fourth in the G2 Grand Prix du Conseil Municipal at Vichy 

just under two weeks ago. Considered.  

11. CASH DU RIB - Scored in this grade at Lyon-Parilly three back and has run respectably 

on his last two outings. Not discounted.  

Summary: GRAND ART (6) finished 2.75L third behind a pair of subsequent winners in the 
G2 Sulky 5 Ans Qualif 4 at Vincennes last month. Key player eased in grade. GAMAY DE 
L'ITON (1) scored in this class without shoes at Vincennes prior to being held with shoes back 
on recently. Notable runner returning to racing barefoot. FRENCH MAN (2) made all for a 1.75L 
success in a class D mobile race at Vire. In the mix with more to come in this shoeing 
combination. FLECHE DU YUCCA (8) is two from two over this distance and cannot be ruled 
out. TJACKO ZAZ (5) requires consideration. 

Selections 

GRAND ART (6) - GAMAY DE L'ITON (1) - FRENCH MAN (2) - FLECHE DU YUCCA (8) - 
TJACKO ZAZ (5)  



Race 2 - PRIX FANDANGO -  2750m WALK-UP B500 HCP Monte. Purse EUR €44,000. 

1. CALL BOY DANOVER - 8L fourth in a class D mounted event over course and distance 

last week. Outside place claims.  

2. FASTER SYGA - Arrives in good form including 3.25L second in a class D mounted event 

at Enghien. One to note for a trainer going well.  

3. CENTAURE GEDE - Made all for 0.5L success in a class D mounted event in-between a 

number of poor driven runs.   

4. GOOD LUCK QUICK - Excellent mounted record and drops significantly in grade. Second 

in the G2 Prix Louis Forcinal four starts ago. Key chance.  

5. GUIDE MOI FORGAN - Faded late when 1.75L second in the G2 Etrier 5 Ans Q3 - Prix X. 

de St Palais at Vincennes four weeks ago. Top chance racing barefoot for the first time.  

6. DELTA FAC - Arrives in poor form but more than capable at this level. Frame claims.  

7. EAST RIVER - Safely accounted for in recent starts but not discounted if bouncing back to 

best figures.  

8. DEGANAWIDAH - Just the two mounted starts from 123 career outings. Best watched.  

9. DYNAMITE MARCEAUX - Fourth in the G3 Prix Jean Paul Fairand at Vincennes two back. 

Frame contender.  

10. BOSTON TERRIE - 3.5L fifth in the G3 Prix Jean Paul Fairand at Vincennes three weeks 

ago. Shortlisted.  

11. CORAIL D'AURE - Group winner who arrives after a trio of DQ. Dangerous to dismiss if 

maintaining stride.  

Summary: GUIDE MOI FORGAN (5) faded late when 1.75L second in the G2 Etrier 5 Ans Q3 
- Prix X. de St Palais at Vincennes four weeks ago. Top chance with improvement possible 
racing barefoot for the first time. GOOD LUCK QUICK (4) has an excellent mounted record 
and drops significantly in grade. Runner up in the G2 Prix Louis Forcinal four starts ago. Key 
player. FASTER SYGA (2) steps up in standard following a 3.25L second in a class D mounted 
event at Enghien. Considered for a trainer going well. BOSTON TERRIE (10) finished 3.5L 
fifth in the G3 Prix Jean Paul Fairand at Vincennes. Shortlisted. 

Selections 

GUIDE MOI FORGAN (5) - GOOD LUCK QUICK (4) - FASTER SYGA (2) - BOSTON 
TERRIE (10)  



Race 3 - PRIX DES FUSCHIAS -  2750m WALK-UP D100 HCP Harness. Purse EUR 
€40,000. 

1. GARS DE FALAISE - Two placings from 21 career starts and DQ eleven times. Opposed.  

2. GO FAST DESBOIS - DQ in 50% of his career outings. Frame contender if finding the finish.  

3. FABRY - Poor overall record and arrives in moderate form. Best watched.  

4. FLASH DE BUCY - Mixed form in lower grade driven events. More needed.  

5. GAMIN DU LERRE - 1.75L runner up at Reims in a class E contest three back but 

disappointing on last two outings. Must bounce back.  

6. FLEURON DE PADD - Struggling to find the finish with five DQ in his last six starts. Could 

find the frame if maintaining stride.  

7. GAGNANT - Three solid runs since resuming albeit at a lower level. Frame contender.  

8. GAUDEPSOU - Mixed form in last five starts but can go well in this grade. One for the 

multiples.  

9. GARD - Running consistently in lower grade walk ups. Frame contender upped in standard.  

10. GRAFFITI BOND - Placed in this grade four back and generally in good form this 

campaign. Claims on stable debut.  

11. GABELLO JEPHI - 3.25L third in a class E mobile event at Caen last month. Good record 

without shoes. Shortlisted.  

12. GITANO JACK - 9L fifth when favourite for a class D mobile event at Vichy seventeen 

days ago. Key chance in this first time shoeing combination back in a walk up start.  

13. GUERRIER ROYAL - DQ on 50% of his 42 career starts but is capable in this grade. 

Market can guide following a small break.  

Summary: GITANO JACK (12) finished 9L fifth when favourite for a class D mobile event at 
Vichy. Leading player in this first time shoeing combination back in a walk up start. GABELLO 
JEPHI (11) produced a 3.25L third in a class E mobile event at Caen last month. Good record 
racing barefoot. Claims. GRAFFITI BOND (10) found the frame in this grade four back and has 
been generally in good form this campaign. May have more to offer on stable debut. 
GAGNANT (7) arrives after three solid runs and holds each way claims upped in grade. GARD 
(9) is one for the exotics. 

Selections 

GITANO JACK (12) - GABELLO JEPHI (11) - GRAFFITI BOND (10) - GAGNANT (7) - 
GARD (9)  



Race 4 - PRIX PASCAL GUILBERT -  2725m MOBILE F41 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. GALLICA DU VINOIS - Narrowly denied in this grade from behind the mobile at Amiens 

twenty days ago. Fair record without shoes. Respected.  

2. GUERRIERE DRY - 3.25L second in a class F walk up at this venue on reappearance. 

Should strip fitter. Key chance back behind the mobile.   

3. GOLDIE STAR - Solid fifth in a higher grade autostart between a pair of DQ. Not discounted 

if finding the finish.  

4. GUNICA DE CAHOT - Back-to-back 0.25L successes prior to a solid fourth at this level. 

Respected but needs to replicate it from behind the mobile.  

5. GRAZZIA DU DAN - Narrowly beat a subsequent winner in this grade on the grass at 

Montmirail prior to a good second at Saint-Malo. Player without shoes on mobile debut.  

6. GLOIRE ROYALE - Scored in this grade at Vichy prior to shaping better than the bare result 

when seventh at Chatelaillon nine days ago. Unexposed behind the mobile. Claims.  

7. GALAXIE DJALMATS - Unplaced in five mobile outings but capable of finding the frame at 

this level if replicating walk up form.  

8. GENOVA MADRIK - Fourth in a class F walk up on grass at Clairefontaine. Each way player.  

9. GAMELIA DUB'S - Fourth on the grass at a country track following a short break. One for 

the exotics. 

10. GENTILLE HOLLANDIA - Good second in higher grade walk up at Chartres prior to being 

DQ at La Capelle. Dangerous if replicating best form behind the mobile.  

11. GOLDIE - Well beaten in recent outings and best watched on stable debut.  

12. GRACE DE L'ECLAIR - 3.25L fifth in a class F mobile race at this venue seventeen days 

ago. Frame claims.  

13. GRACE DE MAI - Mixed form in recent starts and sometime since she has run behind the 

mobile. Best watched.  

Summary: GRAZZIA DU DAN (5) narrowly beat a subsequent winner in this grade on the 
grass at Montmirail prior to a good second at Saint-Malo. Notable runner without shoes on 
mobile debut. GUERRIERE DRY (2) finished 3.25L second in a class F walk up at this venue 
on reappearance. Should strip fitter. Strong claims back in an autostart. GUNICA DE CAHOT 
(4) produced back-to-back 0.25L wins prior to a solid fourth at this level. Needs to replicate 
from behind the mobile but dangerous to dismiss. GLOIRE ROYALE (6) may have more to 
give in autostarts and cannot be ruled out. 

Selections 

GRAZZIA DU DAN (5) - GUERRIERE DRY (2) - GUNICA DE CAHOT (4) - GLOIRE 
ROYALE (6)  



Race 5 - PRIX NORMANDIE CABOURG PAYS D'AUGE -  2750m WALK-UP E34 HCP 
Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. HAUT DEFI - Well beaten last time but had finished second on three of four starts prior. 

Place claims in this field.  

2. HAMPTONS - Game 1.25L winner at Laval two starts ago and ran well since when fourth 

at Clairefontaine. Each way chance.  

3. HOLD UP MESLOIS - DQ on four of last six starts and hard to trust.  

4. HOLIDAY DREAM - Close second at Le Mans two starts ago but disappointing 

subsequently. Remains unexposed however so could be interesting.  

5. HIGHLANDER - Out of form and easily opposed at present.  

6. HUGO DU GASSEL - 5.25L third at Saint Galmier last time out. That was a good run and 

has each way claims once more.  

7. HONNEUR D'ISQUES - Made winning reappearance at Reims and good run to place ratio 

since. Clearly resumed in great form and deserves try in better race.  

8. HAUT EMPIRE - 1.75L winner at Angoulme last time. Can question strength of that form 

but may yet progress further.  

9. HERMANO TRUNOIS - Winless after fifteen starts but has ran with credit in defeat. Each 

way hope. 

10. HORS CADRE - Finished second on last two starts but needs further progression upped 

in grade.  

11. HOUBLON D'ERABLE - Won three starts ago but not at same level subsequently. Runs 

barefoot but needs more in this grade.  

12. HIPPO DE POMMERAYE - Won four starts ago and run well subsequently. Can progress 

again and each way backers are advised to look closely.  

13. HULYSSE DIGEO - Ran well all three starts this campaign and has been found an ideal 

race. Each way player.  

14. HELLO DU JAGUY - Impressive 2L winner at Vittel on first start for this driver. This is 

tougher but can improve further yet. Shortlist.  

15. HUNMEC SOMOLLI - Inconsistent performances recently but certainly has the ability to 

factor amongst this field if producing best. Shortlist.  

16. HUB - Impressive winner on reappearance and beaten just a nose here since. Remains in 

the same grade and likely to give another bold showing.  

Summary: HUB (16) impressively won two starts back and produced a good effort when a 
close second at this venue since. The one to beat in current form. HELLO DU JAGUY (14) 
scored by 2L last start. Big chance of going back to back. HONNEUR D'ISQUES (7) has 
resumed in great form. Improving type and holds each way claims. HIPPO DE POMMERAYE 
(12) won four starts ago and has placed twice since. Each way chance. 

Selections 

HUB (16) - HELLO DU JAGUY (14) - HONNEUR D'ISQUES (7) - HIPPO DE POMMERAYE 
(12)  



Race 6 - PRIX DES LISTERES -  2725m MOBILE F66 APP Harness. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. FERGIE HIGHLAND - Can be excused DQ last time given she had been running well prior. 

Each way chance.  

2. FEUILLE D'ERABLE - Enjoys running at this track but a place is likely to prove best given 

it is almost 700 days since last victory.  

3. FARANDOLE DES BOIS - String of modest efforts and easily opposed.  

4. FELINE DE JANVILLE - Close third at Amiens last time. That was promising and rates as 

an each way hope.  

5. FREETOWN - Four poor efforts since resuming this campaign. Best watched.  

6. FLAMME DE GINAI - No better than midfield on recent starts and similar showing 

anticipated.  

7. FABULOUS GIRL - Boasts great record when running at this track. Eased in grade and 

expected to give a bold showing.  

8. FEERIE DES VENTES - Won grade E race three starts back but not at same level 

subsequently. Expect better eased in grade.  

9. FELICITA D'ECOUVES - Running consistently this campaign in strong races. Will find this 

a lot easier although winning record would be a concern. Potential threat to all.  

10. FEDORA DU CHATELET - Placed on three of last four starts and looks overdue a victory. 

Does struggle to break through but looks a solid each way pick. 

11. FRANCE D'OCCAGNES - Game 1.25L winner two starts back and fair run since. Each 

way player racing barefoot.  

12. FOLIEPOLIS - Won four starts ago and best run since was a 2L fourth at Montier-En-Den. 

Shortlist.  

13. FELINE DES RUETTES - 3L fifth at this track last time in better race and is a perfect one 

from one for this driver. Each way chance.  

14. FORTUNE DE CERISY - Won four starts ago but struggled subsequently. Needs to refind 

form.  

Summary: An open looking contest and many have chances. FABULOUS GIRL (7) has won 
three times in her career and all have been at this track. Loves running here and is very easy 
to fancy. FELICITA D'ECOUVES (9) is eased in grade and will find this a lot more suitable. Big 
chance. FERGIE HIGHLAND (1) has to be excused a DQ latest and had been progressing 
with racing prior. Threat to all if finding the finish. FEDORA DU CHATELET (10) has placed on 
three of last four starts. Solid each way chance. 

Selections 

FABULOUS GIRL (7) - FELICITA D'ECOUVES (9) - FERGIE HIGHLAND (1) - FEDORA 
DU CHATELET (10)  



Race 7 - PRIX DES CALLUNES -  2725m MOBILE D16 Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. INAKY DE TAGOR - Run well all starts this campaign and continues to progress. Goes well 

for this driver and has definite winning claims.  

2. ILTON CASH - Close second at Clairefontaine on reappearance. That was a good effort 

and can progress further. Big chance.  

3. ILTON CADENCE - Resumes after five month absence. Already a winner and should 

continue progressing. Shortlisted on return.  

4. INCREDIBLE TALENT - Game winner at Les Andelys two starts ago and ran with credit in 

this grade since. Needs further progression but is very hard to rule out. 

5. INSIDE LOVE - Game 0.5L winner at Caen when last seen and deserves try in better race. 

Shortlist. 

6. INVICTUS MADRIK - Made promising start to his career but last two runs have been 

disappointing. Needs to re-find form but unexposed and is very hard to rule out.  

7. IGNACE DE COQUERIE - Won five starts ago and ran creditably well since. Remains in 

suitable grade and is easy to fancy. 

8. IPSILON D'EMERAUDE - Has won both starts when running fresh. Expected to be primed 

and give a bold showing.  

9. IRLANDO DES LUCAS - DQ last time and running only modestly before that. Happy to 

oppose. 

10. INSTANT JENOVI - Lost his way this campaign but interesting if able to refind best.  

11. IBRAHIM DU RIB - Placed on two of three starts this campaign and is clearly in good form. 

Each way chance once more.  

12. INFERNO CEKE - Won three starts ago but disappointing since. Needs to bounce back in 

a big way.  

13. IDEAL DU RUEL - Won three starts ago but disappointing twice since. Needs to improve 

again.  

Summary: ILTON CASH (2) resumed with a good placed run. Should improve and expected 
to take the beating. INAKY DE TAGOR (1) has returned in great form winning and placing 
twice from four starts. Look to keep safe amongst this field. IBRAHIM DU RIB (11) has placed 
twice already this campaign. In good form and has each way claims. INSIDE LOVE (5) scored 
by 0.5L last start. Upped in grade but a potential threat to all. 

Selections 

ILTON CASH (2) - INAKY DE TAGOR (1) - IBRAHIM DU RIB (11) - INSIDE LOVE (5)  



Race 8 - PRIX DES EUPHRAISES -  2750m WALK-UP F6 Monte. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. IALANIE DE HOUELLE - First time starter from the Franck Leblanc stable. Market check 

advised.  

2. ISLANDE MIKA - DQ on racecourse debut. Happy to take on unless seeing market support.  

3. IDALIDA - Looked limited in two starts so far. Happy to oppose.  

4. IRIS DE JEFMA - Showed little in five starts so far. Likely to struggle once more.  

5. IDOLE DU CHATELET - Progressing steadily with racing but unlikely to find enough to see 

her trouble the judge.  

6. IDA QUICK - Modest form in two starts so far. Happy to just watch.  

7. IMAGE D'AURE - 11L fifth at Caen latest. Needs more based on that run but unexposed 

and not one to entirely rule out.  

8. INTIME COTERIE - Looked limited in five starts so far. Happy to take on once more.  

9. ITALIA DE LEAU - Resumes after near five month absence. Market can prove best guide.  

10. IZACANA LOLALYS - Placed at Francheville when last seen. Can question that form but 

remains unexposed and is hard to rule out.  

11. ISOLINA - Yet to even place after seven starts. Unlikely to play much of a role. 

12. IRREVERSIBLE - Game winner on only start so far that he has been able to find the finish. 

Clearly has ability but hard to trust.  

13. IROISE DE COQUERIE - 0.75L second at Montier-En-Den was a career best. Interesting 

if able to build upon that.  

14. INTENSE DES VAUX - Impressive 6L winner at Gournay En Bray when last seen. This is 

tougher but expected to give another bold showing. 

15. IDYLLE DE CAHOT - 6L second last time was a career best. Interesting if able to build 

upon that.  

16. IVANA DE BLAIN - Placed on first two starts but regressed third up. Had excuses that day 

however and no surprise if she demonstrated improvement.  

Summary: INTENSE DES VAUX (14) powered clear for impressive wide margin victory last 
time. Will take the beating once more. IROISE DE COQUERIE (13) was narrowly denied when 
second last time. Can improve again and is easy to fancy. IVANA DE BLAIN (16) can be 
excused a disappointing effort latest and is instead better judged on placed finishes prior. Keep 
safe. IRREVERSIBLE (12) won on only completion. Threat to all if finding the finish. 

Selections 

INTENSE DES VAUX (14) - IROISE DE COQUERIE (13) - IVANA DE BLAIN (16) - 
IRREVERSIBLE (12) 


